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The nearly 230-foot Tankoa Suerte, launched from the company’s shipyard in Genoa, Italy, was designed for a Russian client who

made two requests: Create separate passageways throughout the boat for the guests and the 16 crew members (for minimal

interaction between the two groups, except at mealtimes) and a contemporary interior that toned down the flashiness found on

some superyachts.

Italy-based Francesco Paszkowski Design delivered on the first request, designing separate entrances for the crew and the owners

and his guests, while interior designer Margherita Casprini created a beautiful interior using mainly natural teak and touches of black

slate, oak, leather, Jerusalem Stone, and marble.
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Paszkowski also included multiple gathering points both inside and out, a 16-person cinema room on the main deck, and a

swimming pool on the sky deck with glass holes in the bottom that serve as skylights for yet another saloon on the deck below. In

contrast to the open spaces, the master suite is completely private, as is its terrace with an eight-person Jacuzzi and a massive

sunbed. Tankoa’s advanced soundproofing techniques and use of carbon filters to limit emissions make Suerte one of the quietest

and greenest yachts at Monaco. Tankoa Suerte is available for charter, with weekly rates starting at about $689,000.

(tankoa.com) 
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